Corridor Announces Visual Workflow Monitoring; One of Many Updates in
Version 7.0 Release to Remove Complexity from Contract Management
Corridor Company, the leading provider of Contract Management Solutions for Microsoft
Office 365, is announcing the release of Contracts 365 Version 7.0. Available to new and
existing customers on September 25, 2019, Contracts 365 Version 7.0 is largely focused on an
improved user experience and removing complexity from contract management with a series of
both new and enhanced features.
NEWBURYPORT, Mass. (PRWEB) September 25, 2019 -- Corridor Company, Inc., the leading provider of
Contract Management Solutions for Microsoft Office 365 Customers, announces the newest release of its
contract management software, Contracts 365 Version 7.0. Building upon the success of 6.6.4, we have
included new features throughout multiple areas in the system, along with improving existing capabilities and
overall usability.
Russ Edelman, CEO of Corridor Company commented "While contract management becomes increasingly
complex, it's our job to continually simplify and improve the user experience as we add power to the Contracts
365 platform. Version 7.0 is a perfect example of this in motion".
Highlighted below are some of the notable features and enhancements rolled out in this release:
- Visual workflow monitoring and tracking: This new feature provides a quick visual view of the state of
a specific workflow which could include the current task owner, on track/off track status, workflow participant
comments and other important details. With visual workflow monitoring and tracking, users can quickly access
a snapshot of the high priority workflow items without slowing down.
- Azure Active Directory Integration: Enhanced integration with Azure Active Directory makes it easy to
provide controlled access for all users in the Customers' Office 365 tenant.
- Improved form design and user interface: This user interface enhancement displays data more efficiently on
precious screen real estate while also making Contracts 365 even easier to use.
- Audit trail: An enhanced audit trail in Version 7.0 provides authorized users logs for system and user access
and actions, system wide.
- Report engine: The new report engine allows users to either start with a standard report or create custom
reports that ensure critical information is available for the right people, at the right time.
- Adobe Sign e-signature integration: In addition to the long supported DocuSign platform, we add integration
with Adobe Sign in version 7.0. These leading e-signature tools are fully integrated with Contracts 365, making
it easy for users to initiate, automate and track the signature process from start to finish.
- Improved experience for creating new records and documents: Contracts 365 Version 7.0 makes it even easier
and faster for users to perform two of the most common and repetitive functions: create a record and create a
document.
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- Global search enhancements: Users benefit from enhanced grouping of search results by data entity type and
the application of easily identifiable icons.
To learn more about Corridor Company contract management software, please get in touch here.
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Contact Information
Jessica Alden
Corridor Company
http://www.corridorcompany.com
888.377.9933
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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